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A Crisis of Free Money



Free Money Fallout

While the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) has all of the hallmarks of a classic banking crisis, the fact of the

matter is it had more to do with an excess of free money. From the perspective of both the bank’s management

and its clients, cheap money and avarice combined to result in the second largest bank failure in US history.

Absence of Risk Management

The most pressing issue for the banks’ risk management team was how to manage the spectacular growth in

deposits that flowed from the firm’s core client base (PE/VC firms) on the back of the extraordinary COVID-era

stimulus. The flows were simply too strong to be deployed in the form of loans and needed to be invested in

other qualifying assets e.g. Treasuries. While banks’ risk officers recommended short-dated securities (yielding

zero at the time), management decided to improve margins by buying riskier longer dated Treasury securities.

The sharp increase in Treasury yields that ensued (mostly throughout 2022) on an unhedged portfolio was

enough to cause a significant mark-to-market loss.
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Source: M&G Bond Vigilantes

Deteriorating Environment for Clients

Under peak zero rate and QE policies,

combined with the explosion of Covid

related stimulus, capital came flooding

into PE/VC companies and their

underlying startups. As SVB was their

most supportive bank in this space they

unhesitatingly deposited large amounts

of uninsured cash. This was until 2022

when rising rates started to bite and

capital flows slowed. As a result, clients

began drawing down on their deposit holdings. The bank lost 13% of total deposits ($25bln) in 2022 and a further

$8bln in January and February of 2023.

Coup de Grace

To facilitate the deposit outflows, SVB had to sell their aforementioned qualifying assets (long dated securities)

realising a loss of over $1bln dollars in the process. This exposed a serious problem, namely the losses on a

mark to market bases would wipe out the bank’s equity. Once an asset raise was announced, the clients got

spooked and tried to withdraw assets (deposits), with over $40billion exiting last Friday. That marked the end.
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What is the Wider Impact on the Banking Sector?

While we have seen other speciality regional banks like First Republic come under renewed pressure over the

last 24 hours, larger national banks with a large diversified client base may end up benefiting from the growth in

their deposit base, as smaller less regulated banks come under more stress. Large European banks for

example would not have the same problem with respect to having such a concentrated deposit base - both in

terms of the number of depositors and the lack of industry diversification. More broadly, management of the

overall asset liability mix is typically far better aligned in the larger entities while access to Central Bank liquidity

operations (e.g. Reverse Repo) should negate the need to suffer outsized losses on asset disposals. From a

Net Interest Margin perspective, there will likely be increased pressure on banks (both market related and in

some cases political) to pass on a higher proportion of interest rate rises to depositors which can potentially start

eating into what was a very profitable area for them. This however is more likely to be source of equity related

volatility as opposed to impacting the credit side of the equation.

Will the Crisis End the Rate Hikes?

Directly this crisis should not change the minds of Central Banks in their fight against inflation. Indirectly

however, this episode will tighten financial conditions for critical elements of the economy, over and above what

higher rates have already achieved. For sure the Central Banks will continue to watch the data closely (even

though it is somewhat backward looking). The Fed has been explicit for some time in signalling their intent to go

to 5.25% on Fed Funds and we don’t think they will pull back from this target just yet. However, this event has

demonstrated that after years of cheap money, a sudden ”turning off of the taps” will have consequences

particularly in those areas which flourished most from the extraordinary levels of stimulus (e.g. VC/PE).

Why was the Price Action in the Bond Market so Violent?
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Market volatility has been increasing for a number of

years now. The largely forgotten moves in Nov/Dec 2018

for example represented the fastest 20% drop in equities

from the high on record. Today we continue to make new

records and Monday’s bond moves were no different.

Their were two reasons for this (1) Markets were

aggressively short US Treasuries and the early moves

caused a significant unwind into a bid only market (2)

Muscle memory from 2008. Many of us have memories

of how big crises can grow out of a number of smaller

events. From a longer term perspective this is a clear

indication that rate hikes are having an impact. Source: Bloomberg
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Where do we go from Here?

The authorities acted decisively in stepping in to protect the depositors - but not the bond or equity holders.

While some have called this a bailout, it is not 2008 and no bank investors (excluding depositors) were given

anything. This has certainly ended any ‘Goldilocks’ narrative for now. While lower rates have been a boon for

risk assets, yesterday they were not. If could well be that markets are moving towards the fear gauge and away

from greed. That shift in itself can have its own ramification for market price action going forward.

Portfolio Positioning

The Rubrics Funds have had no exposure to any regional US banks. As has been the case for a number of

years, bank exposure across our Funds has been concentrated in the large European Money Centre

institutions. While there has been an increase in volatility since last Thursday, this has thus far been felt far more

on the rates side than in credit. From a portfolio management perspective much of the focus of the past 12

months has been on positioning our portfolios for a more difficult economic environment. As Treasury yields rose

throughout 2022, this involved reallocating cash from maturing bond proceeds into short dated government

securities to varying degrees across our portfolios. As a result we have greatly increased the liquidity profile of

the funds as well as overall credit quality, while yields continue to offer attractive return potential.
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Global Credit UCITS Fund 

(GCF)

Global Fixed Income 

UCITS Fund (GFI)

Emerging Markets Fixed 

Income UCITS Fund (EMF)

Liquid Govt plus 

Cash%

37% 70% 25%

Credit % 63% 27% 0%

FX% 0% 3% 75%

Avg Duration 2.2 3.2 1.2

Avg Yield 6.0 4.5 6.2

Avg Credit Rating A AA AA

Source: Rubrics AM as at 13/03/2023



IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Rubrics Global UCITS Funds Plc is a variable capital umbrella investment company with segregated liability

between sub-funds; incorporated with limited liability in Ireland under the Companies Acts 2014 with

registration number 426263; and authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland pursuant to the European

Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations 2011, as

amended). This document is for information only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to deal,

whether directly or indirectly, in any particular fund. Nothing in this document should be taken as an

expressed or implied indication, representation, warranty or guarantee of performance whether in respect of

income or capital growth. No warranty or representation is given as to the accuracy or completeness of this

document and no liability is accepted for any errors or omissions that the document may contain. The Key

Investor Information Documents (“KIIDs”) and prospectus (including supplements) for Rubrics Global UCITS

Funds Plc are available at www.rubricsam.com. The management company of Rubrics Global UCITS Funds

Plc is Carne Global Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited (the “Management Company”). The Management

Company is a private limited company, incorporated in Ireland on 16 August, 2013 under registration

number 377914. The investment manager of Rubrics Global UCITS Funds Plc is Rubrics Asset

Management (Ireland) Limited (the "Investment Manager"). The Investment Manager is a private company

registered in Ireland (reference number:613956) and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland in the conduct

of financial services (reference number:C173854). Details about the extent of its authorisation and

regulation is available on request. Rubrics Asset Management (UK) Limited is an appointed representative

of Laven Advisors LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority of the United

Kingdom (Reference number: 447282). Laven Advisors LLP is not authorised to promote products to retail

clients, all communications originating from either Laven Advisors LLP or Rubrics Asset Management (UK)

Limited is therefore intended for professionals and eligible counterparties only. Data Source: © 2020

Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or

its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete

or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising

from any use of this information. www.morningstar.co.uk.

For South African investors: In the Republic of South Africa this fund is registered with the Financial Sector

Conduct Authority and may be distributed to members of the public. In addition to the other information and

warnings in this document, the Financial Sector Conduct Authority of South Africa requires us to tell South

African recipients of this document that collective investment schemes are generally medium to long-term

investments, collective investment schemes are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and

scrip lending and that a schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available on request

from the manager. Because foreign securities are included in the investments within this collective

investment scheme, we are also required to disclose to you that there may be additional risks that arise

because of events in different jurisdictions: these may include, but are not limited to potential constraints on

liquidity and the repatriation of funds; macroeconomic risks; political risks; foreign exchange risks; tax risks;

settlement risks and potential limitations on the availability of market information.

Additional Information for Switzerland: The prospectus and the Key Investor Information Documents for

Switzerland, the articles of association, the annual and semi-annual report in French, and further

information can be obtained free of charge from the representative in Switzerland: Carnegie Fund Services

S.A., 11, rue du Général-Dufour, CH-1204 Geneva, Switzerland, tel.: + 41 22 7051178, fax: + 41 22

7051179, web: www.carnegie-fund-services.ch. The Swiss paying agent is: Banque Cantonale de Genève,

17, quai de l’Ile, CH-1204 Geneva. The last share prices can be found on www.fundinfo.com. For the shares

of the Funds distributed to non-qualified investors in and from Switzerland and for the shares of the Funds

distributed to qualified investors in Switzerland, the place of performance is Geneva. Carne Global Fund

Managers (Ireland Limited reserves the right to terminate the arrangements made for the marketing of this

product in any EEA jurisdiction in accordance with the UCITS Directive.
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